INTRODUCTION
We are mterested in the approximation of the following discounted optimal control problem for a diffusion process. Let (12, F, P, {F t ] f >Q ) be a complete filtered probability space and suppose that given a progressively measurable processes a (t) there exists a unique (progressively measurable) process X(t) satisfying the controlled stochastic differential équation : The process X(t) represents the state of a System evolvmg in R'\ the process a (t ) is the control apphed to the System at time t with values m the compact metric space A, W(t) is a <i-dimensional Wiener process We consider the cost functional related to the infinité horizon problem + 00 1 f(X(t\ a(t))e~A t dt\X(O) = x\ (12) 0 J where ƒ M. n x A -> IR is the running cost and A isa positive parameter, the discount factor The set of admissible control laws will be given by the progressively measurable processes which take values m A, and will be denoted by s& Under the above assumptions, the value function of the problem v(x) = mf {J A (a) a(t)ejtf} (13) is (Lions [L2] ) the unique viscosity solution of the Harnilton-Jacobi-Bellman équation {HJB) Aw(x)=inf {L(a)u(x) + ƒ(*, a)} , x e U n a e A where 1 + Yb t (.,a)è t (14) Several authors have studied approximation schemes for (HJB) using different techniques Kushner has proposed algonthms based on probabilistic methods the key tooi of these techniques is the approximation of the diffusion by proper Markov chains in fimte dimensional spaces In this way (see [K] , [KD] and références therem) one can obtain, via probabilistic arguments, convergence results for the value function of the optimal Markov problem to v but it is quite hard to estabhsh a précise order of convergence Also Menaldi [M] has studied the problem mixing probability and analytic methods and obtaining a convergence resuit (to classical solutions) for a scheme denved by the dynamic programming pnnciple More recently, Sun [Su] worked on an exit time problem using similar techniques coupled with a domain décomposition method Numerical methods for (HJB) when the diffusion is non degenerate, i e in the case when ît admits classical solutions, have been considered in Lions-Mercier [LM] , Quadrat [Q] More recently, Akian [A] and Hoppe [H] worked on exit time problems usmg multigrid techniques in order to speedup the convergence In this paper we present a method for approximating the weak (viscosity) solution of {HJB ). The scheme is based on a discretization of the équation both in the time and in the space variable and in this respect is similar to the one proposed in [M] . We should also mention that our method extends to the optimal control of diffusion processes the dynamic programming approach developed for deterministic problems in Capuzzo-Dolcetta [C] , Capuzzo-Dolcetta and Ishii [CI] , Capuzzo-Dolcetta and Falcone [CDF] and Falcone [FI] . The main feature of our method is the convergence to the weak solution (in the viscosity sensé) also when the diffusion is degenerate, i.e, when L{a) becomes a first order operator. This property guarantees the robustness of the scheme (see Test 3 in Section 4). As it is well known, a diffusion leaves any bounded domain with probability 1. Therefore any direct approximation of {HJB ) is impossible since it would require the discretization of an unbounded domain. We propose hère a truncation technique to restrict the problem to an arbitrary bounded domain il (where a numerical approximation becomes feasible) obtaining an error bound for the différence between v restricted to O and the solution of the truncated problem. We refer to [FiF] for a similar technique applied to the study of an economie model.
Finally, we point out that the method provide approximate feed-back controls at any point of the grid without extra computations.
The paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 we introducé our basic assumptions, we build the time discretization and establish the main convergence theorem. Section 3 is devoted to the space discretization and to the truncation technique. Section 4 describes the numerical results on some test problems. In particular we present the expérimental errors, the approximate feed-back controls and the approximate solutions when the diffusion tends to degenerate (vanishing viscosity). Assumptions (2 1), (2,2) and (2 3) guarantee that the strong solution of (1 1) is unique Let h e ( 0, -be a parameter and consider the following approximation of (HJB)
DISCRETIZATION IN TIME AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
where n h (a) is the operator and a m is the /n-th row of cr Following the same ideas in [M] and [BeS] we can give a control interprétation of (HJB h ) thinking to it as the charactenzation of the value function of a discrete-time optimal control problem In fact, let us consider the Markov cham X" n , a n ) + Jh X a m (X n , a n ) èV\ X o = x m 1 where g n + 1 is a séquence of nd randorn vanables m IR d such that This implies that (HJB h ) is the dynamic programming équation related to the optimal control problem of {X n } with the infinité horizon cost functional We recall that the viscosity solution of (HJB) belongs to C° 7 (U n ) n L°°(R n ) (Lions [Ll] ) where y is such that We shall prove that T h is contraction map on L co (R n ). Let w, t? be two bounded functions on U n and â s Abe the control such that the minimum for
Reversing the rôle of u and v we get,
Since h G ( 0, -, T h is a contraction map on L 00^" ) and there exists a unique bounded function w ;i such that T h u h = u }v ii) For every h e ( 0, -,
then and this gives (2.5).
iii) Let us show now that u h belongs to B#. Given uefi^we prove that
By applying the inequality (a + /3 ) ^ 2°"" l)/p (a p + P p ) llp , for p = -^ 2 and a ^ ö l
Hence, by symmetry,
for ail x and j in R w . Therefore
Let us define,
Then, for any h e (0, -, the solution u h of the équation (HJB h ) belongs to B# and vérifies \u h \ û^Ch , Since C h is a decreasing function of h > 0, we have K|^ lim C A and this proves (2.6).
• The next theorem shows that the séquence u h converges to the viscosity solution of (HJB). THEOREM 2.2 : Let u be the viscosity solution of (HJB). Then, for h -> 0 + , M/ j -> u locally uniformly in W\ Proof : From (2.5), (2.6) and the Ascoli-Arzelà theorem, there exist a subsequence h p -• 0 + and a function u e B# such that u h -+ u locally uniformly in [R n . We shall prove that u is the viscosity solution of (HJB). Let <f> 6 C 2 (U n ) and assume that x 0 is a local maximum point for u -<j>. There exists then a closed bail B (JC 0 , R ) such that
Let x p be a local maximum point for u h in B(x 0 , R). Since [u h } converges locally uniformly to w, we have * p -> jc n as p^oo. Since £> and cr are bounded, the points x p + h p b(x p , a)± ^fh p om (x p , a), m = 1, ..., d, belong to B(x 0 , R) for p large enough, so that
Since M^ is the solution of (HJB h ), we have :
. Since ^ e C 2 (R /I ), the above inequality gives
+ h p b t (x p ,a)]-t Yd t ^dv <f>( x o + P™; + (a)(h p b(x p , a) +
for some p^l + (a), pjj*~ (a) e (0, 1). Dividing the above relation by h p and passing to the limit as p -• oo, we get
Repeating the same argument for the minimum of u -<f> one can easily complete the proof. The convergence of u h to u follows from the uniqueness of the viscosity solution of (HJB ). • Remark 2.1 : The proof of the above theorem can also be obtained by applying the gênerai convergence resuit (Theorem 2.1) in Barles-Souganidis [BS] which does not require the estimate (2.6) (see also [FS] ). Since (2.6) will be used to prove the estimate (3.10), we preferred to give a direct proof.
Remark 2.2 :
It is rather easy to use the above discretization to construct an approximation scheme for the évolutive problem related to a non autonomous dynamics and the finite horizon cost functional
Under assumptions on the coefficients analougous to (2.1) and (2.2), for any tf/ e C® 1 û (R n ) there exists a unique viscosity solution u of (HJBE) and u e C°b^(U n x [0, T]) (see [IL] ). By a simple adaptation of the approximation technique described above, we obtain the following explicit scheme
with fî defmed as m Proposition 2 1 The convergence of tins scheme is guaranteed smce the discrete scheme, defmed by
satisfies the basic assumptions of the gênerai convergence theorem m [BS] In fact, stabihty follows from (2 9), whereas the proof of the monotomcity and consistency properties is straightforward Smce a comparison prmciple holds true for the contmuous problem, u h (x, t ) -• u(x, t) locally umformly m R n x [0, T]
DISCRETIZATION IN THE SPACE VARIABLE
As we have seen m Section 2, the discretization m the time variable gives the approximatmg équation (HJB h ) where the state variable x is still contmuous We will make the discretization m the state variable by means of piecewise affme finite éléments In order to obtain a timte dimensional approximation of the Hamilton-Jaeobi-Bellman équation we must restnct our problem to a bounded subset of U tl One can of course assume that the System (11) vérifies an invariance condition, f e that there exists a polyhedron Ü such that cr(x, a) = 0 for all x e è£2 , a e A b(x, a). n(x) «= c 0 < 0 This condition is veiy restrictive smce it corresponds to the degeneracy of the diffusion er on èïl (see also Remark 3 3 for the construction of an approximation scheme m this situation and [F] for the results related to the corresponding determmistic problem) Even more gênerai invariance conditions such as We will focus our attention on a truncation technique which leads to a new approximation. This technique is more adequate to obtain approximate solutions since does not require supplementary assumptions on the diffusion and on the dynamics (1.1).
We introducé a eut-off function, restricting the problem to an arbitrary bounded set. Let us fix a parameter /JL, JU, > 0, and define 7 M == {xe U n : \x\ < -}. Let (where X(t ) still dénotes the solution of (1.1)). By the results in [L2] Since r^ = r^ and X(t) = X^{t) for t =s r (P = 1 ), we get
In order to obtain an estimate for E (e~ Tf * ) in terms of yu, , we observe that, for any x G I ^s
where C] is a constant depending on M a , M b . Then,
Jo which gives 2 l+ \x\ 2 ) for ie/ M where C is a constant depending on M OE , M h , A and M y. D We remark that the term (1 + \x\ 2 ) in the estimate gives the dependence from d{x, 6/3 ), whereas the term /JL 2 says how the estimate dépends from the radius of the truncation domain. Obviously we can center / M at any point xe U n ,
The approximation scheme described in Section 2 can be applied to the truncated problem. We get the foliowing équation
where the operator IJ h M is obtained replacing in (2.4) a and b by a M and b^. As we have shown in Section 2, the above équation has a unique bounded and Hölder continuous solution, u kft , and the séquence [u h } converges locally uniformly to M A , as h -> 0 + . It is important for the sequel to notice that, for any positive h,
Remark 3.1 : The truncation technique has a control interprétation. In fact, it is known that one can approximate the problem over U n by a séquence of stopping time problems defined over Q n c U n with diam (f2 n ) -• oo. We point out that the définition of g^ guarantees the regularity of u^ in R n and the fact that it is the solution of an (HJB) type problem in (fê w . This choice corresponds to a stopping time problem on fl = supp Çŵ ith a stopping cost on 8/2 given by (3.3).
We want to construct the discretization of (HJB hpL ) in the space variable in the domain ft == int supp (£ M ).
Let {Sj} be a family of simplices which set up a regular triangulation of U n such that diam(S ; )*s£, V/\ (3.5)
Let {x t : i e /} be the set of vertices of the triangulation and {x t : i e 7°} be the finite set of the vertices belonging to fi. Let W k be the family of the functions which are continuous in R" and affine on the simplices of the triangulation. We look for a solution in W k of the following problem, In order to prove that T k h is a contraction map in IR 7 it clearly suffices to show that it is a contraction in U 1 .
In fact, let U, W e % ^ and assume that â e A is a control such that the minimum in (3.9a) is attained. We have, Since V Mfj (m, a ) = 1 for any a, by symmetry :
The following theorem shows that w converges to u hfX as k tends to zero. Let us consider as state space the set i^ of the vertices x, of the triangulation of U n . We can define a Markov chain {Y n } belonging to *¥ and such that P(Y n + l =Xj\Y n =x l ) = m lJ .
In f act, (3.6) guarantees that M (a) is a stochastic matrix so that its éléments m tJ can be interpreted as the transition probabilities of Y n . We define the following cost functional on {Y n },
where the control law {a n } is a séquence of random variables, a n : 12 -> A and a n is measurable with respect to the or-algebra generated by F o , ..., Y n , The value function of the problem will be C/,= inf /*'*({*"}), i G/. and it is the unique solution of (3.7) (Bertsekas-Sbreve [BeS] ) Numerical methods for the solution of (3.7) can be found in [CDF] , [K] .
Remark 3.3 :
We briefly describe how to obtain a fully discrete scheme for the évolutive problem described in Remark 2.2. Fix a triangulation of U n of size k (i.e. k is the maximum diameter of the simplices of the triangulation). The fully discrete scheme is «?,(o, «) where yF t = if/(x t ), F ^a, n) = ƒ (x,, a, nh) and M + (a, «), M" (a, n) are defined as usual.
Let w{x, n) be the linear interpolate function of the vector V n on the simplices of the triangulation. The convergence of, the fully discrete scheme follows by the a priori estimate (see [CF] ) sup \\ w h(*> n)-w(., n)\\ ao = o, The unique viscosity solution of (HJB) is Notice that the second denvatives of u(x, y) are discontmuous on the boundary of B. The optimal feed-back control is a*(x, y) = ^(x, y), î.e is a bang-bang control.
Smce the problem vamshes out of B, ît naturally satisfies the invariance condition so that there is no truncation error.
The solution of the non Imear problem (HJB k h ) is computed by an accélération method which speeds up the search for the fixed point (see [F2] and LCDFJ) Figure 1 compares the exact and the approximate solution (respectively indicated by the continuous line and the dotted line) along the x axis» this is meamngful smce the solution is rotationally symmetrie Table la shows the errors m L 00 corresponding to different choices of h and k We remark that the estimate (3 10) is confirmed by the numerical resuit In fact, for a fixed k, the error increases as h goes to 0 and for a constant ratio of kih, the error decreases as h goes to 0 Table 1b to the approximation error a term of the form Cq where q = sup {d(z, z') : z e A, z' G Â} and C is a constant depending from the coefficients of the continuous problem (in fact an estimate of this type has been established in [FF] for the deterministic problem and can be easily adapted to our case). We have chosen Â = {jq : q -0.4 and j = 0, ..., 10}.
Since the solution is rotationally symmetrie it suffices to compare exact and approximate solutions along the x-axis (see fig. 2 ). Figure 3 shows the optimal control for the continuous problem and the computed feed-back control along the x-axis. Finally in Table \b we present the approximation errors for some sample points (in this table h and k are such that their ratio is constant).
Test 3.
Finally we study the numerical stability of our scheme when the diffusion vanishes. Let us consider the deterministic optimal control problem in R [ with the following coefficients : The viscosity solution of (HJB) is :
(notice that u(x) is a continuous function with jumps in the derivative at x = -1 and x = 1). In this case ouf scheme coincides with the one studied in [C] Notice the smoothing effect on the solution due to the présence of a nonzero diffusion coefficient and that the scheme is stable for s = 0.
APPENDIX : an invariant condition for diffusion processes
For completeness we give a proof of the invariance condition (/C 2 ). The proof refers for simplicity to a stochastic differential équation without control, the extension to (1.1) is straightforward. THEOREM ; Let /}ci" be a bounded open set such that Ü = {xeU n : <p(x)>0} anddü = {x e U n : <p (x) = 0} with <P e C 2 (U n ) and inf { \Dcp (x)\ : x e dH} > 0. Let X(t) be the solution of the stochastic differential équation : dX(t) = b(X(t))dt + <r(X(t))dW(t) Defme K n = -and a séquence of functions ij/" such that .
(K n /n)(Un -t) + K n ln 2 if t < Un By the above inequahties, we get en)-+ 0 for « -• + oo , for ail s > 0 .
ThenX(O e {x : <p (x) > -e } for ail e > u and for ail r ^ 7 with probability 1, that is X(O e /2 for ail r ^ T with probability 1. By the arbitrariness of T we complete the proof. D
